Given Beth Loffreda's provocative suggestion that Wyoming is a site of struggle between Old West myth and queer permutations of its traditional regional identity, I draw on New West fiction and landscape theory to argue that through this struggle Wyoming's landscape communicates the potential deadliness of exposure: to Wyoming's harsh climate and topography, and the dangerous homophobic gaze. Figured paradoxically as an appealing bucolic refuge haunted by anti-gay murder, Wyoming's landscape cultivates violent resistance to sexual diversity and attempts to foster sustainable communities, but it is also an effective site to examine the conditions that enable such violence.
further signify hostility through its representation as a feral place whose xenophobic socio-political climate fosters brutally violent anti-gay murder.
The conditions in Wyoming that potentially enabled Shepard's murder had been eerily outlined a year prior in Annie Proulx's short story "Brokeback Mountain," which Christopher Pullen describes as a prelude to the "inevitable tragedy" in Laramie. 5 Since Shepard's death, Proulx's story has taken on new meaning, and other authors have illustrated how Shepard's ghost continues to haunt Wyoming's landscape: Loffreda in Losing Matt Shepard, an account of life in Laramie following the murder, and Percival Everett in Wounded, the fictional story of a black horse trainer and his young gay ranch hand. Indeed, as Loffreda explains, Shepard's death raised massive national awareness about homophobia and has since become a recurring narrative in discourse about queer rights. 6 Describing the cumulative effect of the film version of "Brokeback Mountain" and Shepard's death on Wyoming's regional identity, Loffreda writes:
If regionalism traditionally has entailed a retreat from the differences and the complexities of the present into a mythic and monolithic past, then what we can see in Laramie is the inchoate beginnings of a new regionalism, a struggle between the nostalgic form of regional identity and a queer remaking of it. 7 In this paper, I will map this very struggle as manifested in "Brokeback Mountain," Losing Matt Shepard, and Wounded, and consider how these texts compose and critique, in a complicated and contradictory fashion, Wyoming's landscape as dangerously hostile to otherness and a site for queering regional identity and relationality. 8 Departing from much of the critical attention given to "Brokeback Mountain" and its cinematic adaptation, which tends to focus on director Ang Lee's interpretation of the incompatibility between the cowboy myth and homosexuality, I draw on New
West fiction, history, and landscape theory to read Wyoming as a complex space where various frontier myths and ideologies collide to evoke fantasies of escape while seriously impeding many forms of adaptive habitation. 9 Following Comer, who understands landscape as "discursive space" -a "sociological landscape" in lieu of a purely geographic one -I argue that through Proulx, Loffreda, and
Everett's texts Wyoming comes to communicate the potential deadliness of exposure. 10 These authors depict Wyoming as a paradoxical landscape that is both refuge and danger for its queer inhabitants, a space that threatens not only through exposure to its harsh and violent climate but also to humans whose violent impulses seem issued from the land itself. In other words, the mythos of wildness associated with Wyoming seems to invite habitation but ultimately prevent it: instead of the wild and free open range the Old West seemingly offers, Wyoming's brand of wildness cultivates violent resistance to sexual diversity and disturbs attempts to adapt to the landscape and foster sustainable communities. I argue that Proulx, Loffreda, and Everett ultimately work to compose Wyoming as a complex discursive and geographical landscape where, due to the mythologies that inform the state's regional identity, a tragedy like Shepard's murder could take place. These authors are further invested in interrogating these dangerously heteronormative and xenophobic ideologies of cowboy masculinity that persist as residue of the Old West and continue to shape our understanding of Wyoming's regional identity.
Before I explore how themes of exposure, fear, and (mal)adaptation circulate in these texts, I
would like to further elucidate my understanding of the term "landscape" in the context of New
West criticism, and consider how these authors narrate Wyoming as a space that enables anti-gay violence. Following New West theorists like Comer and Rebecca Solnit, I see landscape in excess of mere geography: landscape is a useful critical trope for exploring the proliferation of discourses that collide, frequently messily and paradoxically, in the constitution of regional identity. "What we mean by place is a crossroads," writes Solnit, "a particular point of intersection of forces coming from many directions and distances." 11 Of interest in New Western landscape theory is not only the place itself, but how humans and landscape shape one another through their interactions; in Proulx, Loffreda, and Everett's texts, it is the desire to inhabit a relentlessly uninhabitable space that affects both people and place. Landscape, Comer claims, is "social topography":
To treat southwestern desertscapes or the mountainscapes of the Rockies or Sierra Nevada as historically evolving representations of western and American social relations, as symbolic projections of those social relations, and, finally, to consider them as actors on the western stage enables us not only to evaluate the ways that landscape embodies social conflicts over time but to be alerted to landscape itself as a social player, a protagonist, a dynamic form of cultural practice.
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In the context of this paper, Wyoming's landscape communicates a layering of systemic, institutionalized homophobia, entrenched and complex mythologies of the Old West, and the threat of exposure to a variety of violences, but it also becomes a space for queering and critiquing these ideologies. Wyoming emerges as an exceptional Western state because of this unique relationship to queerness: Wyoming shapes the way queer identities inhabit (or fail to inhabit) the land, while its landscape becomes marked by the stories about queerness that accumulate through these attempts at habitation. 13 14 Solnit further argues that "every landscape is a landscape of desire to some degree," and it is indeed this desire for the West -spurred in part by the notion of the West as a pastoral haven -that brings about maladaptive relationships to the land as paradise occasionally reveals itself to be a prison. 15 In other words, the desire to live in an ideal West does not entail a capacity to live there easily and without struggle.
In a few short sentences, Worster aptly sums up the Old West myths that feed into a "cult of self-reliant individualism" that endures in Wyoming. 16 "The American West," he writes, is that fabled land where the restless pioneer moves ever forward, settling one frontier after another; where the American character becomes self-reliant, democratic, and endlessly eager for the new; where we strip off the garments of civilization and don a rude buckskin shirt; where millions of dejected immigrants gather from around the world to be rejuvenated as Americans, sounding together a manly, wild, barbaric yawp of freedom. 17 The perpetuation of this myth clashes with the practical impossibility of its existence, and this is the primary source of tension in these three texts. While it would be easy to figure Wyoming as a vessel Here, Wyoming's landscape is figured as a paradise, something in excess of the humans who would dwell within it, and a space that partially constitutes John's sense of self -his "place in the world."
It is significant that Loffreda begins the second chapter of Losing Matt Shepard, wherein she outlines the legal and ideological conditions that perhaps facilitated Shepard's murder, with a description of Wyoming's physical landscape. Regarding the fence to which Shepard was tied,
Loffreda writes:
The low-angle shots of the fence that appeared in most magazines and newspapers that fall made it look as if Matt, and the town itself, were abandoned hard on the edge of nowhere. And the high prairie can feel that way. It's a landscape whose vast scope and extremity make everything on it seem fugitive: the uprooted sagebrush skittering across it, the antelope herds fading into its bleached tones, the prefab ranch houses laid low against the obstreperous wind. 24 Here, Loffreda's description speaks not only to how a physically beautiful landscape can evoke feelings of abandonment, but also illustrates how the land seems to render "fugitive" that which is upon it -including, evidently, Henderson and McKinney. It is from a description of the land that Loffreda's chapter on Wyoming's culture springs, and the potential dangers of Wyoming's culture take the shape of the land. Physical landscape is positioned as a primary factor in the shaping of Wyoming's cultural climate: the two are inextricably connected. For many of Wyoming's gay residents, Loffreda writes, an isolated paradise can rapidly become prison-like. She explains that she conversed with over a dozen gay men before writing her book, and each claimed that the difficultyif not impossibility -of finding "friendship, companionship, and community" is directly connected to "the intensities of isolation, the widespread hiddenness, of gay life in the rural landscape of
Wyoming." 25 The same gay Wyomingites who are attracted to the landscape's ruggedness, harshness, and remoteness also find themselves isolated by its physical space, homophobic attitudes that surface in legal discourse, and ideas of masculinity that have their roots in cowboy mythology: their relationship to Wyoming is one of ambivalent (un)desirability.
Loffreda considers the hostile ideologies that Wyoming's alienating landscape seems to emit through an explication of the state's resistance to bias crime laws that would recognize attacks on the basis of sexual identity. "Wyoming … just doesn't like passing laws," Loffreda explains; "it wouldn't be entirely fanciful to call that a cowboy thing; more technically, it's a libertarian thing, but whatever you call it, it runs deep here. … Laws, most any laws, feel like an infringement of personal freedom to many here." 26 Loffreda further suggests that the failure of these laws to pass stems from "Wyoming's traditional, even cherished, hostility to outsiders." 27 Here, Loffreda is describing an attitude directed towards tourists and visitors to Wyoming, and also Wyomingites who fail to conform to prevailing ideas about gender and sexuality: those, in other words, who refuse to perform identities that fit with Old West convention. 28 While Loffreda critiques the ideologies of mandatory heteronormative masculinity that pervade Wyoming, she is quick to point out that making totalizing claims about the state's regional identity fail to provide a complete picture of the context surrounding Shepard's murder. 29 In her book, Loffreda coherently articulates a connection between physical landscape and Old West ideology, but the fictional genre permits Proulx and Everett to make these links even more visible and render explicit the potentially lethal consequences of endeavouring to forge paradise from a dangerous and wild landscape. Loffreda is cautious to avoid stereotype, but Proulx and Everett seem to embrace it as a literary strategy, painting some characters in broad strokes to create figures whose harshness seems a manifestation of the land itself.
In the first chapter of Wounded, John Hunt learns of the murder of a gay college student who was found "strung up like an elk with his throat slit." 30 This killing haunts the narrative, a constant reminder of an invisible danger that threatens the novel's characters, many of whom are racial and sexual outsiders. Suspense increases as cattle are slaughtered on John's aboriginal neighbour's property -"red nigger" spelled on the snow in cow's blood -and local law enforcement seems uninterested in locating the perpetrators. 31 David, the gay son of John's friend from college, comes to work on the ranch, and he is eventually abducted and murdered by a group of neo-Nazis who had "ordinary" life, contrasting the wild and the domestic, the mountain and the car lights, the hawk and the "tame" ranch dogs, and implicitly, the queer with the straight. 35 After their first summer together, Jack and Ennis are separated for four years, during which time they each get marriedEnnis to Alma and Jack to Lureen, the daughter of a wealthy businessman. Ennis and Jack meet sporadically, always in the wilderness and away from potential prying eyes, but never in the same location: like Wounded's John, Ennis (del Mar -of the sea, i.e. always shifting, moving) in particular is drawn to the wild. Ennis spends the short story avoiding a domestic life with his wife and children but also refusing to settle with Jack on a ranch. And as in Wounded, an anti-gay murder haunts both Wyoming's landscape and the narrative, motivating Ennis to stay in the wilderness and avoid domesticity. After their first post-Brokeback tryst, Ennis tells Jack about how in his childhood he saw the mutilated corpse of a suspected gay man, and cites this experience as the reason why he refuses to live with Jack:
Jack, I don't want a be like them guys you see around sometimes. And I don't want a be dead. There was these two old guys ranched together down home, Earl and Rich -Dad would pass a remark when he seen them. They was a joke even though they were pretty tough old birds. I was what, nine years old and they found Earl dead in a irrigation ditch.
They'd took a tire iron to him, spurred him up, drug him around by his dick until it pulled off, just bloody pulp. What the tire iron done looked like pieces a burned tomatoes all over him, nose tore down from skiddin on gravel. 36 While the potential for isolation in Wyoming's landscape enables Ennis and Jack to be together, the way it is simultaneously marked by anti-gay torture and murder shapes the way Ennis limits the visibility of their relationship: a fear of violence, a refusal of domestic life, and a desire for wilderness all inform Ennis' behaviour and his choice to remain "at sea" instead of staying put.
While Ennis and Jack are not the rough-hewn caricatures that appear in many of Proulx's other short stories, we do see a father/son relationship like the one in Wounded, albeit defined by a much more disturbing brand of violence: Jack's father is sketched as a callous patriarch, the vicious personification of a broader disapproval of sexual difference in Wyoming. After Ennis learns of Jack's death (whose cause remains ambiguous -we are uncertain if it was accidental or if, as Ennis believes, "it had been the tire iron") he visits Jack's family home and meets Jack's parents. 37 The presence of Jack's father, who speaks resentfully about his son but never discloses the reasons for his distaste (we are left wondering if Jack's father was aware of his son's sexuality), enables Ennis to remember a story Jack had told him about his father. "[Jack] had been about three or four," Ennis recalls, "always late getting to the toilet, struggling with the buttons, the seat … and often as not left the surroundings sprinkled down." 38 Once, upon discovering the mess, Jack's father whipped the child with his belt, then exclaimed "you want a know what it's like with piss all over the place?" before urinating on his battered son and forcing him to clean up the mess. 39 In that moment, Jack noticed that his father was circumcised while he was not: this moment of sexual difference, although not related to sexuality, is what ultimately destroys the relationship between Jack and his father. In Ennis' mind, this hyperbolic caricature of hypermasculine discipline and control -where the father literally uses his phallus to punish his son -comes to signify, for Ennis, the impossibility of his relationship with Jack in the context of Wyoming's equally homophobic and harsh landscape. Like
Everett's neo-Nazis, Jack's father is a geomorphic character, a figure whose brutality is akin to the land's. Ennis feels just as marked as Jack by sexual difference: Ennis, however, avoids death/punishment at the hands of the father -whose aggression is inscribed upon Wyoming's landscape -by avoiding potential moments of sexual exposure and finding refuge in the wilderness.
Loffreda, Proulx, and Everett mould Wyoming's landscape into a space where exposure is rendered fearful and potentially lethal. Here, I mean exposure in two senses: exposure to the elements, Wyoming's harsh climate and topography, which can harm or kill; and exposure of the queer subject to the dangerous homophobic gaze, which threatens death through anti-gay violence.
The looming threat of exposure results in attempts at adaptation met with varying degrees of success and failure. While Jack and Ennis "believed themselves invisible" on Brokeback Mountain, we learn that the lovers' employer, Joe Aguirre, "had watched them through his 10x42 binoculars for ten minutes one day," observing them in their lovemaking. 40 As a result, Jack is refused employment when he returns to Brokeback the following year. Eric Patterson explains: "Aguirre's surveillance of Jack and Ennis reminds us that the mountain and any other wild areas the men may retreat to are surrounded on all sides by a social landscape in which members of the majority are vigilant, and will condemn and attack any men they perceive as sexually different." 41 Indeed, Jack and Ennis are are confirmed when he visits Jack's house and deduces from Jack's father's comments that Jack's sexuality had been exposed. Jack's father explains to Ennis that Jack had planned to bring a man back to the ranch to help fix things up, and Ennis concludes: "So now he knew it had been the tire iron." 43 Fear similarly permeates Wounded, a novel haunted by homophobic murder, the senseless slaughter of animals, and the threat of violence at the hands of barbaric vigilantes. Although David seems most vulnerable to various forms of exposure, John is also exposed to potential harm by his racial difference, which makes him a target for the band of neo-Nazis. John's relationship to Wyoming's landscape is represented by the cave, a location that symbolizes both fear (John's deceased wife would always refuse to enter) and desire (the cave is the site of John and his second wife Morgan's first sexual coupling, and the place where David kisses John). Like Brokeback Mountain, the cave's isolation enables queerness and queer survival while simultaneously signifying the fear of death that looms over Everett's characters throughout the novel. John and David's relationship (which is queered by their kiss in the cave) is shaped by privacy the cave permits, while
John's experiences in the cave reciprocally shape the way the cave signifies. Described by John as a "small church," the cave is safely beyond visibility, but also a part of the landscape that haunts and disturbs John: a site for his simultaneous escape from and confrontation with fear. 44 "What I liked about the cave, and perhaps any cave, the idea of a cave, was the place where light from the outside ceased to have any influence," John narrates: "that was why I liked being in it at night." 45 Wyoming," a gay man from Cheyenne tells Loffreda: "there was no place for Matt to go and be gay, be out, be comfortable." 46 Another Laramie resident expresses similar anxiety about queer visibility and the violence it may invite: "I don't think that Matthew Shepard kept the way he was hidden, which I think, for Laramie, took an awful lot more guts than I ever had. I know that bar, I wouldn't have gone in there." 47 Wyoming's landscape is marked as heterosexual space, and the visibility of queer sexualities is regulated and disciplined by the threat of exposure and subsequent violence: the figure of Joe Aguirre looms invisibly and perpetually in the background, silently observing Ennis and Jack through his binoculars. Ennis and Jack falsely believe themselves to be isolated and invisible on Brokeback Mountain, and the cave provides David with a limited amount of shelter: Wyoming's landscape never seems to fully permit the camouflage of queer sexuality or enable a perfect escape from forms of exposure. Loffreda writes: "As Joe, a member of the United Gays and Lesbians of Wyoming told me, the wonderful thing about cities is that 'you can get lost in the crowd, but you can also find yourself in the crowd.' In Wyoming, where crowds are an unlikely phenomenon, finding yourself as a gay person can be tricky indeed." 48 Paradoxically, Wyoming's landscape invites and enables queerness while simultaneously making queer invisibility impossible (there are no busy cities in which one can "get lost") and violently silencing exposed queer sexualities, making communal belonging a near-impossibility. "You'd lose something of the texture of [gay] lives if you failed to acknowledge the background hum of calculation, the daily quick math that accompanies gay life," writes Loffreda, "where each act of openness must be weighed against the potential friends, acquaintances, jobs, happiness lost." 49 Indeed, in these three texts, we get the sense that the potential risks of visibility are always being measured, while the violent consequences of exposure loom perpetually in the landscape itself.
As I move towards a conclusion, I would like to take up Loffreda's suggestion that, in Wyoming, we can observe both "the nostalgic form of regional identity" -the Old West mythos and heteronormative ideology that these texts indicate persists as part of Wyoming's landscape -and potential queer re-workings of this identity. 50 I will suggest that, in these texts, the fear of exposure does indeed lead to adaptation -or a queering of relationality -but the texts differ regarding its ultimate outcome. In Losing Matt Shepard, following Shepard's death, we see the emergence of new political configurations and activist groups that fight to make unthreatened queer visibility possible. and a few Denver activists." 51 Loffreda also details the hard-fought battle to pass a city bias crimes ordinance, a motion supported by another affiliation of groups including the LGBTA, the United Through these fictional works and Shepard's very real torture and murder, Wyoming -which seems to foster a climate of heteronormative hypermasculinity and homophobia -also becomes particularly marked by the queerness it both cultivates and resists. While posing questions about the possibility of queer adaptations to such a harsh and brutal landscape, Proulx, Loffreda, and Everett bring the pervasiveness and persistence of Old West myth under heavy and productive scrutiny.
"For those with imagination to find it, there is plenty of thick history to be written about this region," suggests Worster about the American West, " [and] given enough time and effort, it may also someday offer a story of careful, lasting adaptation of people to the land." 63 The unnerving story of queer exposures in Wyoming is indeed being told, but questions about the feasibility of lasting adaptation remain unanswered.
